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Online hort course system ( is a w b-based database system. CS will 
manage all the student short course registration data as well as the admin site. CS 
will only manage record for the registered student. The main user for the S are the 
Database Administrator (DBA) and ystem Administrator (SA). All the system 
interfaces was dev loped to help the backend process t . features make the SCS 
more special than others common online registration system. The process that can be 
done by the S is able to manage all records based on the tables in the database. 
Next features is SCS can provide the backup and recovery process for the SCS 
database and tables. also focused on the access control management where the 
grant and revoke privileges to other users included as one of the main module. SC 
can use the r port managem nt module to assist users to answer the add-hoc request. 
Lastly SC system interfaces can assist the DBA in creating the new table into the 
database. Even all the above process were done using system interface CS still 
have others back-end implementation process. There were stored procedures and 
triggers that have been implemented directly to CS database for the better system 
performances. The SCS will be developed using PHP 5.0 progaramming language to 
create the dynamic web page helping by the Apache 2.0 as the web server to serve 
SCS interface on the Mozilla Firefox 1.8.1 web browser with the data from MySQL 
5.0.45 database. The methodology used is Structures System Analysis and Design 
Method (SSADM) while SCS is done under the principle of iterative Software 
development Life Cycle (SDLC). The final output for this project is an Online Short 
Course system for .1MK. 
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